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SPOTLIGHT HORIZON FD87 SKYLINE
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By John Higginson

Taiwan’s Horizon created the new FD87 Skyline for a Florida-based 
owner who wanted to ‘pimp up’ the popular FD85 – adding an 

enclosed bridge, foredeck lounge, sunken beach club, open galley 
and a striking Lego-blue hull.

AND IMPROVED
BLUE
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“I WILL NEVER OWN A BOAT THAT’S NOT A HORIZON,” Travis 
Fox admits. The American is describing his reaction to seeing his newly 
completed FD87 Skyline – named Skyline – for the first time at Horizon’s 
facilities in Kaohsiung, Taiwan.

“It was overwhelming. It’s exactly what I wanted. There’s not a 
single expectation that wasn’t met. How many times can you say 
that?”

In late March, Skyline – easy to spot with her brilliant-blue hull 
and white superstructure – made her US debut at the Palm Beach 
International Boat Show alongside an RP110, FD85 and PC74, PC60 
and PC52 power cats by Horizon.

Fox then took full ownership of the yacht he plans to live on with his 
family for a good part of the year.

“We’ll probably live aboard six months a year. We lived on our previous 
boat six months a year,” said Fox, who says he doesn’t plan to hire crew.

“We’re owner-operators. That’s my crew,” he grins, pointing at his 
daughter Kilyn while taking the helm in the yacht’s trademark enclosed 
bridge. “This is my chair. I don’t want to share it.”

The spectacular enclosed bridge – or skylounge or upper deck – is 
one of the major new design features on the FD87 Skyline. It’s also Fox’s 
workstation at sea.

“My office is not too shabby,” smiles Fox, who runs his own 
consultancy firm. “I work remotely, my wife works with me and my 
daughters are home schooled.”

When on land, Fox is based in Sanibel Island in USA’s yachting hub 
of Florida. The ‘Sunshine State’ is also where he started his journey 
to Taiwan, having owned an Azimut Magellano 53 – designed by 
Dutchman Cor D. Rover – since December 2014.

In November 2016, Fox visited the Horizon display at the Fort 
Lauderdale International Boat Show and was shown designs of the 
FD85, which had launched in Taiwan in March that year and was the 
pioneer of the yard’s new fast displacement series.

Like his Azimut, the FD85 was designed by Rover. Fox liked what he 
saw, but wanted more – much more. 

He may have had his own design ideas, but he was convinced he 
wanted his boat built by Horizon, the iconic Asian shipyard that has 
been a recent fixture in the top 10 of the Global Order Book for yachts 
over 24m.

“It’s absolute quality build. I climbed through their boat, climbed up 
in the bilges, behind the bulkheads and so on, and the quality of build 
was just great. I have an engineering background, so I really got into all 
that. I saw everything I wanted to see,” he says.

“I talked to all the other manufacturers, 17 or 18 of them, and it was 
very clear that this was the way to go. Horizon say they’re semi-custom, 
but they’re really custom-custom. I had a hand in every single little 
thing in this boat and the experience has been phenomenal.”

Strong starting point

It’s worth noting that Fox was starting from a solid base with the hull 
and basic layout of the FD85, named Best Asian-Built Yacht at this year’s 
Asia Boating Awards and the first build from an FD series that also 
includes designs for 74 and 102 models.

The FD85 only made its European and US show debuts late last year 
at Cannes (hull two) and Fort Lauderdale (hull three), but already five 
hulls have been delivered and a sixth is due for delivery in September.

The cockpit is flanked by two lines of steps from the swim platform to 
the upper deck.

Lit by full-height windows and doors, the saloon has a lounge, dining area 
and an open galley that can be enclosed.
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Top: The beamy master suite is forward on the main deck.

Bottom and facing page: Stairs lead down to four guest cabins including 
two doubles amidships and a twin to port.

John Lu, CEO of Horizon Yachts, says the new series was a desire 
to combine enormous volume with impressive performance – and it 
seems to be working. Following Skyline, six more FD87s are under 
construction.

“We like the volume and fuel consumption of a displacement boat, 
but we wanted it to go faster, like a semi-planing hull, so we created the 
fast displacement series,” said Lu, who co-founded the yard in 1987. 
“I think our FD85 is the biggest 85-footer on the market and now the 
FD87 is generating a lot of excitement.”

Skyline retains many of the 85’s key features including a huge 23ft 
3in beam, floor-to-ceiling windows in the saloon and dining area, an 
on-deck master suite and four guest cabins below.

She also incorporates the FD series’ innovative high-performance 
piercing bow (HPPB), designed for greater efficiency at slower speeds 
and performance at higher speeds, as per Lu’s brief. 

The HPPB is a submerged protruding bow – which Lu jokingly 
wanted to call the high-performance ‘Pinocchio’ bow – designed to 
cut through underwater currents. The hull has a hard chine forward, 
fades to a soft chine amidships and has a tunnel aft designed to reduce 
resistance and draught.

Teaming up to go bigger and better

Fox’s changes were mainly above water. Starting from the top, he 
wanted an enclosed bridge instead of open so that he and his family 
could make better use of the space year-round. This has become the 
model’s trademark feature, but the changes didn’t end there.

Forward of the enclosed bridge, he wanted a proper social area on 
the foredeck,which on the FD85 is simply a flat area with sunpads.

On the main deck, he wanted an open kitchen instead of enclosed, 
while in the stern he wanted a beach club, another outstanding new 
feature that accounts for the extra 2ft in length.

Rover looks back fondly on his engagement with Fox, who 
challenged the world-renowned designer to improve an award-winning 
model while coming up with yet more volume.

“I joked with Travis that he’s a typical American. The Americans 
always amaze me. With the FD85, we thought this is the biggest boat of 
85ft. You can’t get any bigger than this. But the first question he asks is, 
can we have a skylounge?” Rover laughs.

“It’s always good that clients push the boundaries. I think this model 
is proof.”

Fox ordered the yacht in December 2016 and admits he’s an exacting 
owner. He didn’t get to where he is by brushing over details and leaving 
things to chance. 

The design and build process for Skyline required ongoing 
communication between Fox in the US, the Florida-based Horizon USA 
dealership headed by Roger Sowerbutts, Netherlands-based Rover and 
the shipyard in Taiwan.

“It was one year from the start of the conversation to completion and 
I really was heavily, heavily involved. Cor brought ideas to the table, 
Roger and John did, and we chose the best of them,” Fox says.

“Every morning, I’d get a series of questions or considerations and 
I’d respond by that evening. They’d then work on them in their daytime, 
our night, so the next morning I’d get pictures of the changes based on 
my feedback.
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“For example, I’d want to see pictures of the closets and then see 
things I didn’t like. I’d suggest this and that, they’d rebuild it while I was 
sleeping, and the next morning I’d get a picture. Anything as long as it 
was making the boat better.”

Sowerbutts summed up the team effort, saying it exemplifies 
Horizon’s attitude towards customisation. 

“It depends on what the owners want. If they’re experienced owners 
who have a lifestyle that they want to try to achieve with the boat, then 
that’s what we do,” says Sowerbutts, an Englishman who hails from 
Manchester.

“It takes input from the owner and 
designers, and the complicity of the shipyard 
and the interior design team to make it all 
work.”

Tour of beauty

Fox and his elder daughter Kilyn first saw 
the completed yacht in Kaohsiung in January 
when it was shown to a private audience before 
being shipped over to Florida, where his wife 
Tina and other daughter Taylor saw the yacht 
for the first time in early March.

Onboard, it’s hard to believe that you’re on 
a yacht under 90ft. Volume is not a sexy word 
in the world of yachts, but it’s the one that 
resonates when Rover describes the FD87 as a 

‘pocket megayacht’.
Boarding from the swim platform, it’s a few steps up to the 

magnificent cockpit, where four sofas surrounded a low table, while a 
white ceiling and reflective glass on the saloon doors add to the feeling 
of light and space.

Entering the saloon, you’re captivated by the views through full-
height windows that run all the way along to the glass doors that flank 
the dining table that can seat eight to 10 people. There are various 
definitions of what makes a superyacht – from 24m LOA, 80ft, 100ft? 
–  but there’s little doubt you’re on one when you roam Skyline.

The beautiful foredeck features seating for 10 
and sunpads for three. 

Top and middle: The skylounge features a three-seat helm station, bar 
and lounge area, and also serves as the owner’s office.

Bottom: The jacuzzi is the heart of the aft deck, which can also fit a tender.

Forward of the dining table, the open galley is a winner, although 
it can easily convert to a private country kitchen by closing a sliding 
partition and a door.

Satin-finished anigre is used on the main and lower decks. White 
ceilings and walls, and furniture and furnishings in white, cream and 
natural colours all add to the light but simple décor.

“We’ve kept the interior bright but somewhat muted, because your 
attention needs to be outside, not in. The view when you’re out on 
the ocean is so compelling,” Fox says. “It’s also quiet when you’re just 
cruising, with the ocean rolling by. It’s as quiet as when you’re at anchor.”

Forward of the galley, past the starboard stairs, leads to the master 
suite. This room – one of Rover’s favourites – benefits from using the 
yacht’s full beam, whereas the saloon is flanked by side decks. As well as 
long windows either side, the room is also lit by a skylight.

There’s a desk to port, a forward en-suite bathroom with two sinks, 
while to starboard are a sofa, walk-in closet and a lot more storage 
space. This is designed for long journeys.

The attractive staircase leads down to the four guest cabins. 
Amidships, the two facing doubles are almost identical, while to port, 
a twin room features single beds that can slide together. The VIP cabin 
in the bow is comfortable, but with only small portholes, suffers a little 
from a lack of natural light and views.

Skylounge supreme

Then it’s back up the stairs and all the way to the enclosed bridge, 
Fox’s favourite space and a ‘man cave’ of sorts. This is where he works 
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Horizon FD87 Skyline (2018)

Builder    Horizon Yachts (Taiwan)

Exterior designer  Cor D. Rover (Netherlands)

Interior designer  Horizon Yachts (Taiwan)

Naval architecture  Horizon Yachts (Taiwan)

Length overall   27.45m (90ft 1in)

Length waterline  23.78m (78ft)

Beam    7.07m (23ft 3in)

Draught   1.65m (5ft 5in)

Displacement (at full load) 95 tonnes

Engines   2 x Caterpillar C-18 ACERT 1,136hp

Generators   2 x Onan 29kW/60Hz

Maximum speed   16.6 knots

Cruising speed  10 knots

Range at cruising speed 1,640nm

Fuel capacity   13,170 litres (3,480 US gal)

Water capacity  1,500 litres (400 US gal)

Guest cabins   5 for 10 people

Crew cabins   2 for 4 people

Building material  GRPForward of the beach club are bunk beds and a double cabin, for guests 
or crew.

The elegant beach club with bar and sofa sits two steps down from the hydraulic swim platform.

and steers the ship, but it also provides a second saloon that could prove 
invaluable when families spend such a long time aboard. 

Featuring a darker walnut, the 500sqft skylounge is about the size 
of a fairly typical Hong Kong flat. Much of it is unoccupied beyond an 
L-shaped couch and a table to starboard, so the space could be used for 
anything from a dance floor to a conference room to yoga.

Forward is the three-seat helm station, an attractive, open zone that 
contrasts the enclosed helm station on the FD85. Crowds are encouraged, as 
back-seat drivers can also take their place at the bar set behind the helm. 

The open doors aft lead to the uncovered area, where a jacuzzi takes 
centre stage in a clean deck that can be used to store a tender and toys.

The FD87 Skyline is defined as the skylounge version of the FD85 
and Fox has happily given the name of his yacht to the model itself.

“The definition of skyline is the boundary between the heavens and 
the earth, the absolute horizon, so the name Skyline is a homage to John 
[Lu] and the Horizon brand,” Fox says. “From afar, the blue hull and 
white superstructure look like clouds floating over the ocean.”

Fox is a little less clear when asked to name the variety of blue used 
on the hull gelcoat, although it’s in the same ballpark as the colour of the 

99m Feadship Madame Gu and a few Lamborghini supercars of recent 
years. Brilliant blue, azure blue, ‘Lego blue’?

“It’s custom, blended. I just liked it,” Fox says shyly. “She pops.” She 
sure does.

Forward of the skylounge is another of Skyline’s best features: the 
foredeck. On the FD85, this is a flat area with sunpads, but on the FD87, 
a Portuguese walkway leads to a fantastic social area. 

Below the windscreen, a four-seat sofa faces forward, while three-
seat sofas on either side form a social zone around a flexible table 
arrangement. Long sunpads with headrests lie forward and the whole 
area can be softly illuminated at night by pop-up lamps.

In addition to the skylounge, foredeck and open galley, the other 
major new feature is the sunken beach club, which is unveiled by raising 
the ‘garage’ door and was first incorporated by Horizon on its E88. 

The beach club is a cosy zone, set two steps down from the 
hydraulic hi/lo swim platform. To port are two stools facing a bar-cum-
kitchenette, and there’s further seating and lounging to starboard, where 
a C-shaped sofa and foldable table can be transformed into a double bed 
for serious lounging.

Inside, the beach club leads forward to what would be the crew area 
on a charter yacht, with a twin-bunk room and a Captain’s double aft of 
the engine room. 

Skyline is fitted with twin 1,1,36hp Caterpillars and has a modest 
top speed of just over 16 knots, although with more than 13,000 
litres of fuel, she has a useful range of well over 1,600nm at 10 knots. 
Performance is enhanced by ABT zero speed stabilisers and hydraulic 
bow/stern thruster.

Horizon says that optional 1,600hp engines could propel the FD87 
Skyline to about 20 knots and a cruising speed of 15-16 knots.

Ultimately, the FD87 Skyline has made a really good yacht even 
better and Rover, for one, is more than happy with how an owner’s 
adaptation morphed into a new model. 

“I wonder how much more you can pack into a boat of this size,” 
Rover ponders. “If you buy a 50m, you have five staterooms with the 
owner’s on the main deck, but this also has five staterooms with the 
owner’s on the main deck. Why do you need a bigger boat? What more 
do you need?”

Give him a couple of years and Travis Fox might just tell him.
www.horizonyacht.com


